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International Student CPT  

Winter Study 

 

Winter Study CPT Description 

International students, in F1 status are allowed under US immigration law, to do any training that 

domestic students customarily do, with certain limited exceptions (that don’t apply to Williams 

College such as flight training, English Language instruction) and within parameters set forth in 

regulations.  The regulations for Curricular Practical Training (CPT) allow International students 

to work on campus, work off-campus, engage in summer training, and otherwise do the typical 

things that college students do as part of their education. The purpose of CPT is to allow 

international students to gain the same types of educational work experiences that domestic 

students are required or encouraged to experience such as on campus and summer work. CPT is 

available to international students after completion of at least one full academic year at the F-1 

sponsoring institution and must be within a framework that is “an integral part of an established 

curriculum.”  Winter Study CPT allows Williams students to meet the criteria set out by US 

Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) and to engage in practical training work.  Winter 

Study CPT will earn the international student academic credit.  However, Winter Study CPT will 

not count toward the Winter Study graduation requirement. International students participating in 

Winter Study CPT must take another Winter Study course to meet their graduation requirement. 

The course “Winter Study CPT” does not meet the Winter Study graduation requirement.  

 

The method of evaluation for the Winter Study CPT course for F-1 international students will be 

as follows:  The international student will maintain a weekly journal during the practical training 
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experience.  Using the journal entries, the international student will write a capstone paper on 

how it their Curricular Practical Training experience relates to their academic major. The 

capstone paper must be a minimum of three (3) pages. The international student must also 

prepare a five (5) minute presentation which will combine oral presentation with another media 

(e.g., demonstration of skills acquired, photographs of work environment, creative mixed media 

presentation depicting the experience). 

The learning objectives for the course are; 

 1) Recognize and understand how US institutions work in their chosen field of study, 

 2) Interpret and apply personal skills and perspectives to be able to contribute to the 

institution or project, 

 3) Analyze and evaluate personal experience and critique behaviors that need to be 

altered to improve success for continued participation in the field of study. 


